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Requirements provide the basis for all of the technical work on a project, program, or development
effort. Too often, we proceed with other technical work before evolving the real requirements. Also,
we accept changes to the requirements and new requirements without identifying their impact on the
project or the development effort. This talk will provide ideas for quality professionals to suggest to
their projects and organizations concerning how this situation can be improved, for example:
• Use of documents to create a deeper understanding of the requirements throughout the project.
o Vision and Scope Document.
o Concept of Operations (CONOPS) Document
• Having a requirements “process owner” on the project.
• Having a documented requirements process (best if the stakeholders developed this process!).
• Providing training concerning requirements development and management.
• Providing an “Early Project Requirements Briefing” to engage others on the project in the
requirements effort.
• Collaborating to evolve the real requirements vs. accepting the stated requirements.
• Performing peer reviews of requirements using checklists based on experience.
• Planning for refinement of requirements.
• Managing changes to requirements and new requirements (rules, thresholds, and a mechanism to
manage requirements volatility). The proper use of metrics always helps improve quality.
• Identifying validation methods as part of the requirements development effort (rather than as part
of the testing effort).
• Use of quality gates to review and accept products and product components, as details are refined.
The speaker will engage the participants in a discussion of potential improvement opportunities
and elaborate on how these might be pursued.
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